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status
@kelleemoye @mindi_r Thanks for hosting. Looking forward to next chat. We have two weeks left
here. Happy almost summer. #Rwworkshop
@JoyOlenick #rwworkshop Kellee will post the archive link once she's done running it.
So, see you all 7/11 at 9PM ET :) #rwworkshop
Next chat is supposed to be 7/4, but we'll postpone until 7/11 so we all can celebrate independence
with our family :) #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop Now it's time for this working mom to have dessert and READ!
Archive will be up at http://t.co/tYA7LRwW soon- I'll let you know. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop Of course, we'll chat in July, too!
Time is up :( Thank you all so much for joining us! #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop I think I got that last summer at a seminar I went to with F & P.
#rwworkshop It's almost 9! Thank you all for joining Kellee and me tonight. Have a great summer!
@mindi_r Check out the amazing resource they have connecting their Lit Continuum and the CCSS.
#Rwworkshop
mindi_r YES I love it. All of his stuff is amazing. #rwworkshop
mindi_r YES I love it. All of his stuff is amazing. #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop Yes, I do, though not as much or as well as I should.
@mindi_r #rwworkshop do you use the F and P Continuum?
@mindi_r YES I love it. All of his stuff is amazing. #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop Illinois is a PARC state, so I'm curious what the assessment will
look like. We're working on CCS this summer
Re: CCSS what about the "pending" PARC assessments. Not that I really want to go there...
#Rwworkshop
@march4teachers This site is a great resource for mini-lessons, too. http://t.co/yPALZJvQ
#rwworkshop
@mindi_r Yes! She joined in on the notebook chat, so we could probably ask her :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Love that idea! Building a culture of literacy - for the not so willing admins?
#Rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Maybe we can get @donalynbooks to join in that one!
Agree! RT @mindi_r: #rwworkshop Id like to chat about bringing others on board. How can we build
reading culture in our schools? #rwworkshop
Can always use ideas to motivate the unmotivated. Must teach reading & writing. How to make it
“fun”. I wish I were funnier.#rwworkshop
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#rwworkshop I'd like to chat about bringing others on board. How can we build reading culture in
9:50 PM our schools?
9:50 PM @mindi_r Florida too. I am going to a training this summer. #rwworkshop
9:50 PM Conferring is always challenging but it is the heart of it all. #Rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop I definitely need to learn more about common core, since Illinois is a
9:49 PM CCS state.
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Conferring is more complex than one might think. Always worth a
9:48 PM chat.
9:48 PM @mindi_r I'd also like to talk about Common Core in a future chat. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I ALWAYS need help with conferencing although we've talked about it multiple times.
9:48 PM #rwworkshop
9:47 PM @march4teachers http://t.co/tYA7LRwW has a list of references (online & books) #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop Just over 10 minutes left! Q4: What is one thing that you feel you really need help
9:47 PM with that we could address in a future chat?
9:45 PM @march4teachers I like Wilhelm's Literary Elements book. #rwworkshop
9:45 PM #rwworkshop http://t.co/9JUpqaXY
@march4teachers #rwworkshop For reading or writing? For writing, definitely Lessons That Change
9:45 PM Writers by Nancie Atwell.
9:45 PM @imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop Thanks for the tip. @SweeneyDiane's books are great, too.
9:45 PM @mindi_r Perfect. I’ll depend on it! #rwworkshop
@AmyRass 1st yr middle school ELA teacher next year. Is there a good collection of mini-lessons
9:44 PM you would recommend? A book? #rwworkshop
There is another title for coaches that addresses the good, bad and other...I think it is called Survival
9:44 PM Guide. Will look. #Rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin Yes, I need to do better at noting the needs of my individual kiddos. Hard in a
9:43 PM class of 36 freshmen. :-( #rwworkshop
@AmyRass @Mindi_r Next year I am teaching (right now) 2 double block classes, yearbook and a
9:43 PM developmental ELA for ESL students. #rwworkshop
9:43 PM @mindi_r Katherine Casey has a great pd book for coaches. #Rwworkshop
9:43 PM @AmyRass #rwworkshop Great! We can help each other get through this first year!
9:42 PM @mindi_r I will only teach 2 classes. I am moving into coaching, too. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye y this year we recorded goals from m/l, but want to be more individualized making it
9:42 PM a real tool for all. #Rwworkshop
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@imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop I'm excited about it. I just have to learn to hold my tongue and be
9:42 PM PC in my suggestions for improvement.
@march4teachers Writing? Jeff Anderson. I love his new one 10 Things Every Writer Should Know.
9:41 PM Reading? I’m a Cris Tovani fan. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r such a great model- having the coach to provide ongoing support- building PLN and
9:41 PM sharing resources. #Rwworkshop
@mindi_r This year? 15 & 17 in my double block classes and 20 in my single block class.
9:41 PM #rwworkshop
9:40 PM @kelleemoye #rwworkshop How many kids are in your intensive classes, Kellee?
9:40 PM @imalwayslearnin Fits right in with your thinking notebook... #rwworkshop
@AmyRass that is one focus for next year w the thinking notebooks too. Targeting goals for
9:40 PM individual readers/ thinkers. #Rwworkshop
@AmyRass @mindi_r I used benchmarks and other data to pull small groups for small group
9:40 PM intensive groups- helpful. #rwworkshop
@AmyRass #rwworkshop It should be easier, since I'll only have 5 kids at a time. The rest of my day
9:40 PM will be coaching teachers.
9:38 PM @mindi_r Oh, I like your plan, too. I need to be more data driven for sure. #rwworkshop
RT @mindi_r: #rwworkshop I tried a new grammar set-up. Mastering the Mechanics by Linda Hoyt.
9:38 PM Made to work in writing workshop w/kids own writing.
Focus on exploration of ideas- thinking across texts -Expands opportunities to deepen
9:38 PM understanding. Still tweaking. #Rwworkshop
MT @AmyRass: I am committed to 1) allowing more time to read 2) making sure I teach specific
9:38 PM mini-lessons that target standards. #rwworkshop
@AmyRass #rwworkshop Those are great goals. I wish my intervention time allowed for more
9:38 PM independent reading.
I am committed to 1) allowing stdts more time to read, 2) making sure I teach specific mini-lessons
9:37 PM that target standards. #rwworkshop
9:35 PM @imalwayslearnin Why'd you make that choice? #rwworkshop
9:35 PM @mindi_r I did more topics this year based on our textbook, but changing next year. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I am writing curriculum this summer to match genre AND theme. Will be a challenge, but
9:34 PM I think it will work. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop I plan to get better at using the information gathered during benchmarking to help
9:34 PM focus my instruction in intervention groups.
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Moving away from genre based to more of an integration around big ideas, themes etc.
9:33 PM #Rwworkshop
@mindi_r @imalwayslearnin I second that. 10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know = so many
9:33 PM resources & ideas! #rwworkshop
9:33 PM @kelleemoye #rwworkshop Yup! Sometimes I do a theme within the genre, but that's harder.
@mindi_r @AmyRass So when you do genre studies you pretty much do text sets just around
9:33 PM genres instead of themes... #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: I hope you can join me & @mindi_r for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
9:33 PM chat at 9PM ET to reflect on & celebrate our past year (Pls RT)
#rwworkshop Question 3: What is the one thing that you are going to focus on improving on next
9:33 PM year?
@AmyRass #rwworkshop My text sets are developed around genre instead of theme b/c of our
9:32 PM curriculum.
@kelleemoye @imalwayslearnin Theme=books at all levels that relate to that theme: picture books,
9:32 PM MG, YA, even classics #rwworkshop
@mindi_r we could go all night on the problems of testing! Don't even getvmenstarted on
9:31 PM Pineapple gate here in NY- poor kids. #Rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop JoEllen, Have you read his latest? What Every Writer Needs to
9:31 PM Know? it's brilliant.
@kelleemoye Jeff Anderson's work is awesome. He's the Katie Wood Ray of grammar.
9:30 PM Mechanically Inclined is craft of grammar. #Rwworkshop
9:30 PM @mindi_r We'll be intensive colleagues then :) #rwworkshop
@AmyRass @imalwayslearnin I've never used text sets- how do you set up your curriculum?
9:30 PM #rwworkshop
9:29 PM @mindi_r Right! Don’t even get me started. Haha. #Rwworkshop
@mindi_r @AmyRass I agree- that is definitely a down side. I have a girl who went up 3 reading
9:29 PM levels yet went down on the test. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop I'll probably have mainly reading interventions next year, too. Depends
9:29 PM on student needs. Only for sure is 6th grd
9:28 PM @mindi_r I want to teach more grammar next year, but I primarily teach reading. #rwworkshop
@AmyRass #rwworkshop That's just one of the problems I have with the emphasis on high-stakes
9:28 PM testing. It's a SNAPSHOT, not a full picture!
@mindi_r Thx- didnt know about that will check it out. I like Janet Angelillo's Grammar Study & all
9:28 PM Jeff Anderson's #Rwworkshop
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@imalwayslearnin @kelleemoye I like texts sets, too. Haven’t tried that much with my 9th graders. I
need to. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Yeah, that Allington guy is pretty smart. :-)
@mindi_r And the growth they made was tremendous. Allington just may be right :) #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Great. I loved it.
@kelleemoye Time to read is key. I learned that, too! #rwworkshop
@mindi_r How did it go? #rwworkshop
@mindi_r Yes! Time to read - kids need to build their stamina as readers. #Rwworkshop
@mindi_r Sure. It’s just disheartening, especially for the students who tried so hard. I can do better,
so they can. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop I tried a new grammar set-up. Mastering the Mechanics by Linda Hoyt. Made to
work in writing workshop w/kids own writing.
@kelleemoye @mindi_r@amyrass. I like reading across genres and creating text sets. That has
been going well this year. #Rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Allington says the most important thing for struggling readers is time to
read!
@kelleemoye More targeted focus on the standards. Less long reads. More short mentor texts.
Mini-lessons again & again & again. #rwworkshop
@imalwayslearnin Definitely! #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Of course! #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I am so intrigued! May I email you now? #rwworkshop
I listened to common sense and gave my students much more time to read and......... they read
more :) #rwworkshop
@AmyRass #rwworkshop Don't you expect an implementation dip, though, given that it's a new
test? Hard to compare apples & oranges.
RT @mindi_r: #rwworkshop Q2: What was something you tried this year for the first time and went
well? #rwworkshop
@AmyRass Aw man! I hate that. What are you thinking you need to change? #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop I LOVE genre studies. So many opportunities to go deep with short
text and avoid readicide of novels.
@mindi_r I just got excited- could you tell?!?! :) #rwworkshop
Figures. I thought my year went well until we got STAAR scores. (That’s TX new state test.) Scary!
Lots to change next year. #rwworkshop
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@mindi_r I will definitely need help! I would love to do a curriculum around genre study!! And we
9:22 PM are changing our curriculum! #rwworkshop
9:22 PM #rwworkshop Q2: What was something you tried this year for the first time and went well?
9:21 PM @kelleemoye that is the truth- just want them to be reading. #Rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Let me know if you need help. Our entire curriculum is centered
9:20 PM around genre study.
9:20 PM @AmyRass #rwworkshop Welcome, Amy! We're discussing what went well this year!
9:19 PM @imalwayslearnin Grading is always tough. #rwworkshop
9:19 PM @AmyRass Hi Amy! We are discussing what went well in our classrooms last year :) #rwworkshop
I think grading is always tough. Question comes up a lot. Then I think of @kellygtogo
9:19 PM #Rwworkshop
9:18 PM Hi! I am late, but I am here. Please, catch me up. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I am going to do a much more intensive genre study next year which will probably help.
9:18 PM #rwworkshop
9:18 PM @mindi_r (though I wish they'd explore more towards the end). #rwworkshop
9:18 PM @mindi_r Since I have all struggling readers- I am just so happy that they are reading. #rwworkshop
We tweaked to focus blend of rdg records of titles, genres, etc and kept track of our thinking. Kids
9:18 PM kept track of some ml #Rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop Mostly because we have many short, shared texts that we read
9:17 PM together as our genre study.
9:17 PM @mindi_r That's what I do to. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye I grade their reading responses, but not on how many books they read on each genre
9:17 PM #rwworkshop
9:16 PM @mindi_r Do you grade on reading the genres? #rwworkshop
9:16 PM RT @imalwayslearnin: Choice and voice empowers all readers. :) #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I do what Donalyn does and I "required" 10 different genres too, but I didn't grade it.
9:15 PM #rwworkshop
9:15 PM Choice and voice empowers all readers. :)
9:15 PM @imalwayslearnin What is a thinking notebook? #rwworkshop
9:15 PM @imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop JoEllen, can you talk about the thinking notebook?
@mindi_r I keep track of what my students read on an excel spreadsheet and that kept my students
9:14 PM from keeping track themselves. #rwworkshop
9:14 PM @mindi_r Yes- always evolving. #Rwworkshop
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@kelleemoye #rwworkshop We required a certain number of books in different genres.This helped
9:14 PM widen variety. Students had choice w/in genre
One thing I am excited about is a spin on the reader's notebook. This year we focused on a thinking
9:14 PM notebook. #Rwworkshop
@mindi_r A twitter community is great though I still wish I had a local person to bounce off
9:13 PM workshop ideas. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop My reader's notebook has evolved every year. I tweak it as I learn
9:13 PM about what works for me and my students.
9:13 PM @imalwayslearnin Hi JoEllen- welcome :) #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I need to work on getting my intensive reading kids to pick up a wider variety of books.
9:12 PM #rwworkshop
9:12 PM @imalwayslearnin #rwworkshop Welcome! What has gone well for you this year?
@kelleemoye #rwworkshop A community is important. It's hard to be an island and do this kind of
9:12 PM work.
@mindi_r I had a reader's notebook, though I have to tweak a couple of things about how I used it.
9:12 PM #rwworkshop
9:12 PM Hi - sorry I am late- JoEllen from NY. #Rwworkshop
@mindi_r I have students that have read over 30 books and they had never finished a book in their
9:11 PM life. #rwworkshop
@mindi_r I love that I have found a community that is supportive in my learning about the
9:11 PM workshops. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop My students read a wider variety of books this year. I had them keep track of genres
9:11 PM in a chart in their reading notebooks.
9:09 PM #rwworkshop Question 1: What has gone well for you this year? What can you celebrate?
Hi everyone :) I am Kellee and I live in Orlando and teach middle school intensive reading (and
9:04 PM yearbook). #rwworkshop
RT @mindi_r: #rwworkshop Let us know who you are , where you are, & what you teach. Its fun to
9:04 PM see the diversity in the chat! #rwworkshop
9:04 PM Time to chat!!! :) #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop I'm Mindi from the Chicago area. I'm finishing my 18th year as a 7th grade ELA
9:04 PM teacher. Will be lit coach next year.
#rwworkshop Let us know who you are , where you are, & what you teach. It's fun to see the
9:01 PM diversity in the chat!
9:01 PM #rwworkshop It's 8pm central! Who's ready to chat?
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8:56 PM It is almost time :) I hope you can join in. #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: I hope you can join me & @mindi_r for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
8:29 PM chat at 9PM ET to reflect on & celebrate our past year (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: I hope you can join me & @mindi_r for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
8:02 PM chat at 9PM ET to reflect on & celebrate our past year (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: I hope you can join me & @mindi_r for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
7:30 PM chat at 9PM ET to reflect on & celebrate our past year (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: I hope you can join me & @mindi_r for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
7:23 PM chat at 9PM ET to reflect on & celebrate our past year (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: I hope you can join me & @mindi_r for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop)
7:13 PM chat at 9PM ET to reflect on & celebrate our past year (Pls RT)
I hope you can join me & @mindi_r for #rwworkshop (reading/writing workshop) chat at 9PM ET to
7:12 PM reflect on & celebrate our past year (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: 4 hours until #rwworkshop chat! We will be reflecting on the year and celebrating
6:57 PM any accomplishments. Join us at 9 ET. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: 4 hours until #rwworkshop chat! We will be reflecting on the year and celebrating
6:15 PM any accomplishments. Join us at 9 ET. (Pls RT)
4 hours until #rwworkshop chat! We will be reflecting on the year and celebrating any
5:03 PM accomplishments. Join us at 9 ET. (Pls RT)
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday has snuck up on me- tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat. Join me and
10:22 PM @mindi_r to reflect on our year and celebrate our successes. 9PM ET
RT @kelleemoye: Wednesday has snuck up on me- tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat. Join me and
10:01 PM @mindi_r to reflect on our year and celebrate our successes. 9PM ET
Wednesday has snuck up on me- tomorrow is #rwworkshop chat. Join me and @mindi_r to reflect
10:00 PM on our year and celebrate our successes. 9PM ET
RT @Lesleyctrrrlc: New blog post about primary students- writing informational texts.
9:50 PM http://t.co/MdnKbIMV #rwworkshop #educoach #k12 #commoncore
#rwworkshop chat tomorrow night at 9pm eastern. We'll talk end of year reflection and
7:04 AM celebration. Join us!
RT @Lesleyctrrrlc: New blog post about primary students- writing informational texts.
6:32 PM http://t.co/MdnKbIMV #rwworkshop #educoach #k12 #commoncore
New blog post about primary students- writing informational texts. http://t.co/MdnKbIMV
2:58 PM #rwworkshop #educoach #k12 #commoncore
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Join @kelleemoye & @mindi_r on Wed at 9pm EST for #rwworkshop. We'll be chatting about end6/3/2012 11:38 AM of-year reflections & celebrations!
RT @mindi_r Join @kelleemoye & me on Weds. eve for #rwworkshop. We'll be chatting about end6/3/2012 11:19 AM of-year reflections & celebrations 9pm eastern
RT @mindi_r: Join @kelleemoye & me on Weds. eve for #rwworkshop. We'll be chatting about end6/3/2012 8:45 AM of-year reflections & celebrations 9pm eastern
RT @mindi_r: Join @kelleemoye & me on Weds. eve for #rwworkshop. We'll be chatting about end6/3/2012 8:36 AM of-year reflections & celebrations 9pm eastern
RT @mindi_r: Join @kelleemoye & me on Weds. eve for #rwworkshop. We'll be chatting about end6/3/2012 8:25 AM of-year reflections & celebrations 9pm eastern
@mindi_r @kelleemoye #rwworkshop so excited for your chat on celebrations. Great topic - timing
6/3/2012 8:24 AM for plans for summer rdg/wtg. Can't wait!
Join @kelleemoye & me on Weds. eve for #rwworkshop. We'll be chatting about end-of-year
6/3/2012 8:09 AM reflections & celebrations 9pm eastern
Hey #rwworkshop teachers: who's teaching just reading in middle school? I need to ask some
5/31/2012 7:35 PM questions.

